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Abstract 
Micro-blogging is an more prominent form of communication and became extremely popular. Micro-
blogging allow users to publish their upgrades as short instant messages that are shown to the supporters of 
users continuously. Twitter is the most standard scaled down scale blogging service. It is a rich and real-
time information source and a good approach to find intriguing substance or to take after late 
improvements. However, it is difficult for us to find Micro blogging service users to follow for getting 
valuable information related to a topic of interested. In this paper, we proposed method for Top-k users, 
which utilizes Reputation score of each user and parameters as followers, up votes and  tweet count of each 
user Using Map-Reduce function, with conflict algorithm for while getting similarity score of distinctive 
users , our exploratory result gives the response for bring top users for getting valuable information. 

Keywords: component; Map-reduce; reputation score; parameters; micro blog. 

1. Introduction 
Social networks have become very popular in the past few years and have become a critical piece of our 
own and expert lives. As the quantity of members in informal communities has developed, they have 
become a virtual space for exerting influence. Studies in sociology and marketing have stressed the vital 
role of influence for businesses to survive; organizations and businesses are constantly seeking to establish 
and expand their presence by exploiting social networks. This has led to an implicit competition for higher 
visibility and ranking within social networks. Ideally, the ranking of participants within social networks 
should mirror this present reality. 
                    The flood of data is coming from many sources Consider the social networks i.e Face book, 
hosts approximately 10 billion photos, taking up one peta byte of storage and Micro blogging users delivers 
340 million short messages a day according to March 2012 [1], Twitter is a standout amongst the most 
prominent micro blogging service. Continuously It gives us accumulation of information and using so as to 
share messages of under 140 characters i.e exchanging of messages called as “tweets” Have a look into 
micro blogging service, A message posted by a user is called a tweet, and a user can follow any user 
accounts if he/she finds those accounts entrancing or important. a user account may have a few followers 
relying upon his/her prevalence or usefulness. [2] User accounts in Twitter are of different sorts, for 
example, normal users, organizations, politicians and news locales. Innovation destinations like java, 
hadoop and so on. Twitter accounts grouped into three classifications. 
                       Data source is the classification of user who posts helpful data. accounts in this category 
tends to collect many followers, Friends is the division of user accounts who are friends, families, and 
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colleagues in this present reality. Information seeker is the grouping where clients who once in a while post 
messages, but follow number of user accounts to acquire data from different user tweets. the difference 
among the user classifications is vital, in light of the fact that the way data is traded in Twitter relies on 
upon users and their practices . Therefore distinguishing top-k users accounts in Twitter is an important 
task for acquiring valuable information. In this paper we propose a methodology using Map reduce with 
strife estimation. which utilizes Reputation score of each user by considering parameters as followers and 
upvotes i.e tweets (retweet and retweet) and in addition tweet check of every Twitter user and score of 
favourites. 

1.1.Motivation  
Social networks have been an upcoming trend over the last few years and they have gained an established 
position in the World Wide Web. a comprehensive web service collection of user information on various 
websites, lists Facebook in second place and Twitter, a microblogging service containing up to 140 
characters long status reports, in ninth place. In September 2010, Twitter CEO Evan Williams announced 
that Twitter already had 145 million registered users, and that it is also adding about300.000 new users 
every day making it one of the most growing social networks in the world nowadays. Over the last few 
years, information streams like Twitter posts and RSS readers have gained a great deal of popularity, by 
creating a sense of information awareness amongst users. The users have large volumes of information at 
their disposal, pertaining to distinctive subjects. However, due to the continuous dissemination of 
information on information streams and micro-blogs, users do not have the time to process all the 
information. With the abundance of information comes the bane of redundancy. This means that users often 
face problems with search results that offer repeating data. This can be stressful at times since the user has 
to scroll through large amounts of information in order to obtain an general perspective of the topic, It 
further increases the amount of time a user takes to process the information at his disposal, at a given point 
in time Inadvertently, redundant information hampers the user’s experience of meeting his information 
need. In a setting where a user tries to access data pertaining to a specific subject ,it is of primary 
importance that the best information floats to the top when presented to the user. 
The motivation for the project is to process and handle Social Networks that allow people to connect with 
friends and indeed, even make new user, for all intents and purposes and share content, interact, create 
communities with same interest such as working, reading, games, friendship, relationship, commercial, etc. 
A social communication service is a stage to manufacture Social Relations among individuals who offer 
interests, activities, establishments or honest to goodness affiliations. An informal organization service 
comprise of a representation of each user (frequently a profile ), his social links, and a variety of additional 
services, The technology is advancing, it is easy to process and handle large scale data that is derived from 
the social networks. Some anonymizing techniques had been developed to preserve the massive amount 
data of the individuals, My aim is to develop a personalized anonymity model which produces technique 
for analyzing large scale data from the social networks. 

1.2.Organisation 
Chapter 1 gives a preface to the issue picked and the inspiration behind it . It depicts at an abnormal state, 
the difficulties we address and the methodology we apply to comprehend these. The outline of the thesis 
and real commitments are also mentioned . Chapter 2 presents Twitter informal community and related 
foundation . We survey the current methodologies that have been proposed to take care of comparable 
issues and challenges.We point out key differences between our approach and the existing methods . 
Chapter 3 presents Ranking of users in Microblogging and source of information and thus its execution 
delineates the potential users. Chapter 4 addresses the challenges of keeping our Top k in MapReduce 
Performance, even as several thousands new Twitter records and new Lists are made every day . We 
portray method. Chapter5 gives result of ranked Twitter users of our dataset by our proposed 
methodologies described Chapter 6 is the finishing up part which outlines the work done and brings up a 
few future directions and difficulties that need to be solved. 
 
 

2. Related work 
In the previous research, most of the research ranked Twitter users based on friend/follower graph or 
retweet graph. Our research try to rank users and identify influential users based on the Parameters List of 
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Micro blogging. Weng et al. [3] proposed a algorithm called Twitter Rank to quantify the impact of users in 
Twitter . Considering both the factors of topical likeness in the middle of users and the connection structure 
, the proposed theme particular Twitter Rank compute the user impact score. It constructed the graph based 
on follower or friend relationship.Figure.1 shows the general framework of Twitter Rank. In topic user 
influence ranking, they ranked Twitter users utilizing an algorithm similar to Google Page Rank. 
However, it has been proved that in-degree, i.e. the quantity of followers, speaks to a user's ubiquity, but is 
not identified with other imperative thoughts of impact such as engaging audience, i.e., retweets and 
mentions [4].In the research, they collect a large amount of data from Twitter and they measure the user 
influence from three aspect of in degree, retweets, and mentions. In light of these measures, they explore 
the dynamics of user impact crosswise over topics and time. Finally, they mention the objective fact that 
most compelling users can hold significant influence over an assortment of topics . 
Yamaguchi et al. [5] demonstrated the ideas that to recognize authoritative users, it is important to consider 
actual information flow in Twitter and existing approaches only deal with follower or friend relationship 
among users. They also proposed TURank (Twitter User Rank), in which an algorithm for evaluating users’ 
authority scores in Twitter based on link analysis based on graph called user-tweet graph which models 
information flow is introduced and ObjectRank in applied to evaluate users’ authority scores. 
Kwak et al. [6] positioned Twitter users by the total number of devotees, PageRank in the accompanying 
follower or following system and number of retweets in the dispersal mastermind exclusively. The results 
exhibit that there exists a crevice between number of followers and the fame of one's tweets. Ranking 
Twitter users by the retweets of the first tweets they distributed demonstrate a new perspective of measure 
user influence. 
Nakajima et al. [7] proposed methods to identify influential bloggers based on the knowledge level of the 
blogger. It calculates the scores of each blogger in each topic based on the domain-specific words. Blog is 
one kind of user created content . In the examination, they measure the impact of blog authors based on the 
bloggers’ knowledge level considering the credibility of blog. The method calculates knowledge level. 
Bloggers' learning level is assessed taking into account their utilization of area particular words in their past 
online journal section. In their method, blog passages composed by educated bloggers have higher rankings 
than those composed by basic bloggers. 
Wu et al. [8] ranked Twitter users by the frequency of being listed in each topic category. As exploiting the 
function of Twitter List is a method of classifying users [6], the name of the list can be considered a 
meaningful label for the listed users. In their exploration, they characterize and recognize certain 
predetermined topics including celebrity, media, organization, blog, ordinary, rather than extracting topics 
from the data automatically. However, defaults exist in their method: by defining the predetermined five 
categories of topics, they can only identify users related to the predetermined topics and it is less possible to 
discover categories other than the predetermined topics. 
 

3. Ranking of users in micro blogging 
In this chapter, we propose our procedure for discovering theme specialists utilizing an as of late presented 
Twitter highlight called Lists. We will depict our method for inducing the mastery of individual Twitter 
users and a short time later evaluate the exactness and expressiveness of the derived capacity. 

3.1.Methodology 
Our methodology  depends on the Twitter Lists .In late 2009, Twitter acquainted Lists with assist clients 
with sorting out their following(i.e. people whom a user takes after) and the information they post . By 
making a List, a user can assemble other Twitter users, and point of view the amassed tweets posted by all 
the recorded users in the List course of occasions . exactly when making a List, a user regularly gives a List 
name (free substance, compelled to 25 characters) and then again add a List portrayal. For instance, a user 
can make a List to be specific "celebrities" and add acclaimed individuals to this List. By then, the user can 
view tweets posted by these celebrities in the List of timeline 
Table.1 presents illustrative cases of Lists, extricated from Twitter users. The key recognition here is that 
the List names and portrayals give key semantic prompts to the topic of aptitude of the people from the 
Lists . Case in point, utilizing List meta-information, we can relate BarackObama with Politics and 
Politicians and Eminem with music and performers 
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Table.1 Samples of Lists, their description, and a few members 
 

Thusly, Lists give a way to deal with remark Twitter users with their themes of skill. Interestingly, these 
annotations are delivered by subjective Twitter users along these lines they mirror the aggregate insight of 
the group. Our technique comprises of extricating habitually happening subjects (words)from the List meta-
information (names and portrayal) and partner these themes with the recorded users. The instinct behind 
our system is that a user recorded by a wide range of users under a beyond any doubt subject is inclined to 
be a specialist on that point. Past endeavors that examined Twitter records showed that things and modifiers 
in rundown names and depictions are especially helpful for this reason . So our procedure to think focuses 
from List meta-data includes the following steps: 
1)We first apply regular dialect preparing strategies, for example, case-collapsing, stemming, and 
evacuation of stop words. Notwithstanding the regular stop words, an arrangement of area particular words 
are likewise sifted through, for example, Twitter, list, and formalist an apparatus much of the time used to 
consequently make Lists. 
2)Since list names can't surpass 25 characters, users frequently consolidate different words  utilizing Camel 
Case (e.g. Tennis Players). Thus, we separate these words into individual words. 
3)We recognize things and modifiers utilizing a grammatical feature tagger 
 4)As a number of list names and descriptions are in dialects other than English, we group  together words 
that are fundamentally the same to one another( (in view of alter    separation among words) Ex: politics 
and political, journalist and journalist as, etc. 
5)As list names and descriptions are regularly short, we consider just unigrams and bigrams  as topics.   
The above procedure creates an arrangement of themes for every user, and the recurrence with which a 
subject showed up in the names and portrayals of the Lists containing the user 
 

Ranking Users 
Positioning of users identified with a given topic is an all that much focused on issue, and throughout the 
years, a few positioning calculations have been proposed for the Web ,online topical groups and not with 
standing for topical specialists in Twitter .The user positioning arrangements in Twitter consider a couple 
of estimations extricated from the social diagram and the tweets' substance posted by users Conversely, we 
chose to assess a positioning plan that depends on the Map-Reduce capacity, since one of our targets is to 
assess Top-k users Thus, for every user we acquire a devotee score and we can see every one of the users  
followers score in a input dataset, while computing top 10 users we will get topical similarity score 
between the users at that time which utilizes Reputation score of each user and considers  parameters 
followers, upvotes and  tweet count of each user Using MapReduce function, with conflict algorithm to 
resolve the conflict problem while sorting top ten users in microblogging service. The parameters 
considered to give top users are explained they are 
1.id: A unique identification number generated for each user in microblogging service. 
2.Followers: Twitter allows individuals to select into( (or quit) getting a persons's updates without 
requiring a mutual relationship. People follow other users on Twitter to read updates that are interesting to 

NAME DESCRIPTION MEMBERS 

News News Media 
Accounts 

nytimes, BBCNews, 
WSJ 

Music Musicians Eminem, 
ladygaga, rihanna 

Tennis Tennis players 
& news 

andyroddick,usopen,  

Politic
s 

Politicians & 
experts 

BarackObama, 
whitehouse,  
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them. According to the findings of the motivation of users to follow a certain user is a shared topic interest 
between the follower and the followee Additionally, the authors state that a followee following back a 
follower is also based on the fact that both users share the same interests. And 72.4% of all users follow 
back more than 80% of all of their followers (evaluated on a data set of 1,021,039 tweets posted by thetop-
1000 Singapore-based Twitter users). The authors showed that there is a homophily between followers and 
followees. The concept of homophily basically implies that people tend to be part of social networks in 
which the other members are similar to the user, e.g. in regards to attitudes, behavior, interests, education, 
gender or race .Additionally, identified three categories of Twitter users in regards to their following 
behavior: information sources, friends and information seekers. Information seekers are users who follow a 
large number of users, however only tweet rarely. A very similar categorization has also been observed in 
,where information sources are named broadcasters and friends are called acquaintances. However, as a 
third category, the authors add miscreants (evangelists) which are users who follow and contact a very high 
number of users aiming at getting attention and new followers. 
3.Upvotes (Favorite) 
A "favorite" on Twitter suggests themes or subjects that users are most interested in . Every user in online 
networking sites is unprecedented and this is the reason it's key for the online networking locales to 
recognize their specific interests . Favorites, represented by a little star symbol next to a Tweet, are most 
commonly used when users like a Tweet. Favorite a Tweet can let the first production understand that you 
favored their Tweet, or you can spare the Tweet for some other time. Top choices are portrayed as pointers 
that a tweet is all that much liked or famous among online users. When you check tweets as Favorites, you 
can without much of a stretch find accommodating and critical information that you can allude back to later 
on. You can further share these to companions and other online contacts . 
4.Tweets count: 
Tweets are the fundamental building block for all things. Users tweet are also known more generically as 
"status updates." Tweets can be embedded, replied to, favorited, unfavorited, deleted etc., as stated by 
Twitter documentation. The maximum length of such a message is 140 characters.  

3.2.Data Set 
We use the Dataset throughout this text: a dump of StackOverflow's databases. Stack Overflow is a 
mainstream site in which programming engineers can go to get some information about any coding subject 
(counting Hadoop). This information set was picked since it is sensible in size, yet not too colossal that you 
can't utilize it on a solitary hub . This data set additionally contains human-made trademark vernacular 
substance and what's more "structured" components like usernames and dates. All through the cases, we 
endeavor to break out parsing reason of this information set into colleague abilities to doubtlessly perceive 
what code is specific to this information set and which code is general and some piece of the illustration. 
Since the XML is truly fundamental, we as a general rule avoid utilizing an out and out XML parser and 
basically parse it with some string operations in our Java code. The data set contains five tables, of which 
we simply use three : tweet count, upvotes, down votes and user id and display name. All of the 
information is in all around shaped XML, with one record for every line .We utilize the accompanying 
Stack Overflow tables. 

Advantages of Proposed system 
The past research mainly concentrate on tweets distributed by users, friend/follower graph and retweet 
graph to identify topics and influential users in Twitter. In our research, we utilize the function of Twitter 
List and Reputation scores of users based on Map reduce to extract topics and rank Twitter users from a 
new perspective.  
Our research is useful in the following aspects. 
1)Personal user recommendation. Everyday a large amount of data is published in Twitter and we need to 
find the information that is valuable for us. One of the methodologies of solving the problem is to follow 
the influential users in the area we are interested in. 
2)Commercial Utilization. Commercial companies always use come celebrities to help promote their 
products. By utilizing the results of our research, companies can use the influential users in the region of 
the product to offer assistance promote the products effectively. 

4 . Experimental evaluation 
A part from the social networks, micro blogging service is playing major role  in real time, the Previous 
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studies for extracting rank values they used the different methods among them some methods based on the 
frequency of words or URLs, In this proposed method of extracting top-k microblogging service users 
according to MapReduce function, the input data will be spitted and Mapper Maps <key, value> pairs of 
top ten users in Map phase, and Reducer receive top ten users data from Map phase at that time if we get 
conflict (i.e. same reputation score) then it is hard to find top-k user in such cases we use conflict algorithm 
to resolve this problem and produces Top-k users. In  below figure we illustrated the flow of Top-k in Map 
Reduce.   
 Mapper: local topk 
 Reducer (Only one) : K*M records The final topk 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 MapReduce flow for Top-k 

 

Structure of Topk in MapReduce 
In the topk mapreduce flow it exploits mapreduce capacity to gathering keys together to duplicates and 
Mapper changes the information and doesn't do much in the reducer and the Duplicate Records are 
frequently found near another in an information set so combiner will copy them in the guide stage. Reducer 
gatherings the nulls together by key, so we'll have  
 

One 0 for each key           (O/P the key) 
Class Mapper:                                                          
Setup{}: 
Initialize Topten sortedlistmap(key, record ); 
Insert records into Topten shorted list; 
If  length of array >10; 

      Truncate checklist to a period of 10. 
Cleanup{}; 
For record in Topten shorted ten list; 

              Emit null,record 
 

Class Reducer: 
Setup{}; 
Initialize Topten sorted ten list; 
Reduce(key,records); 
Sort records 
Truncate records Topten 10 
For records in records; 

              Emit record 

input 
Top10 
mapper 

 
TOP TEN 
REDUCER 

 
Top Ten 
Output 

input 

input 

input 

input 

input 

Top10 
mapper 

Top10 
mapper 

Top10 
mapper 

Top10 
mapper 

Top10 
mapper 

Structure: 

Map(key,record): 

Emit(record, null) 

Reduce(key, records): 

Emit(key); 
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Execution examination (one single reducer) 
The sort can transformed into a clearing operation when it has an excess of records and needs to do the 
greater part of the sorting on neighborhood plate , as opposed to in memory, The reducer host will get a 
considerable measure of information over the network A system asset problem area , Normally looking 
over all the data in the lessen will take quite a while if there are numerous records to look through. Any 
kind of memory development I the reducer has the likelihood of blowing through the java virtual machine's 
memory. Writes the yield document are not parallelized .The number of reducers we think to require yet 
fundamentally  if duplicates are very  uncommon inside of an input split , basically the data's larger part 
will be sent to the reduce phase. 

Reduce phase Conflict 
The problem of finding top-k users using MapReduce mainly contains two phases. They are Map side 
phase and Reduce side phase,  which utilizes Reputation score of each user and  parameters as followers, 
upvotes .i.e. favorites, tweet count. in the beginning step which considers the user’s id and reputation score 
i.e. followers score, the mapper splits the input data and sent to the reducer in reducer side it takes the top 
ten follower score according the MapReduce function and if we get conflict between two users then it is 
hard to find the topk users in such cases we use conflict algorithm to resolve this problem which is 
explained below. 

                        It fetches the other parameter i.e. tweet count and compares the count of tweets score and 
displays the high score user to first place out of the conflicted users. still it found the conflict then it fetches 
the other parameter.  

 
 
 
Algorithm 1: Conflict resolution 
  
 
1: for(i=0;i<n;i++) 
2:{ 
3:  for(j=0;j<n;j++) 
4:  { 
5:    if(id.u1/= id.u2 && u1.Tc=u2.Tc) 
6:    then 
7:     if(u1.up>u2.up) 
8:   don’t alter the sorted list 
9: else 
10:    swap the position of u1 and u2 
11:     break; 
12:  else 
13:     print the list as it is 
14:   } 
15:} 

 

 

5. Experimental result 
We ranked Twitter users of our dataset by our proposed methodologies described in Section 4. 

Followers ID Name Upvotes 
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12544 2355 Heltonbiker 502 

11353 76 freiheit 490 

10801 8 Neil fein 444 

10801 1487 mathew 343 

9426 213 Gary.ray 414 

8045 425 unsliced 58 

7093 157 darkcanuck 42 

6222 2997 benzo 21 

402 706 Drewtephens 09 

369 1029 Dustin 0 

All of the Twitter users listed above are normal Twitter users, not celebrities or news media. However, they 
have got a large number of friends and publish many tweets so they take active part in the platform of 
Twitter. By following these top users who got a higher score over all. To validate the success of the  above 
discussed system we evaluate it on Hadoop, an open source implementation of  MapReduce. The 
implementation was written in Java using the Hadoop MaReduce Framework. We evaluated the usage on a 
single node running Hadoop 0.21.0.The computing node is equipped with Intel i3 core Processor and 8GB 
RAM.  The Hard Disk of 500GB. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table. 2 Hardware and software lists in experiments 

 
 

6. Conclusion and Future work 
In this work, we proposed a method for extracting top-k users in a micro blogging service. Our proposed 
method is effectively ready to concentrate a larger number of users than the previous method. The  method 
we used MapReduce function with conflict algorithm. which utilizes Reputation score of each user  by 
considering parameters as followers and upvotes i.e tweets (retweet and reply) as well as tweet count of 

Hardware Software 
CPU:Intel Core i3 Operating 

System: 
1.7GHz*4 Ubuntu-14.04 

LTS 
Memory: 8GB Type of OS: 

64bit 
Disk:500GB Hadoop: 

Hadoop-1.2.1 
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each Twitter user and like score of tweets. 
The problem of finding top-k users using MapReduce mainly we have two phases. They are Map side 
phase and Reduce side phase, and we used this  method which utilizes Reputation score of each user and  
parameters as followers and upvotes i.e like score of tweets, tweet count of each Twitter user. in the 
beginning step which considers the user’s id and reputation score i.e. followers score, the mapper splits the 
input data and sent to the reducer in reducer side it takes the top ten follower score according the algorithm 
and if we get conflict between two users then it fetches the other parameter i.e. tweet count and compares 
the count of tweets score and displays the high score user to first place out of the conflicted users. still it 
found the conflict then it fetches the other parameter. To evaluate the Reputation scores at final parameter 
conflict, in such environments, we should consider this to analyze the views parameter of Twitter user in 
the future.  
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